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Abstract 
In this study, three different samples about the usage of theatre in education will be shared with all of its aspects. Ismail HakkÕ 
BaltacÕo÷lu’s “Authentic Theatre” concept was adopted in the study which aims to make students to gain the attitudes of love, 
respect, awareness of the other, responsibility and a positive attitude towards the art. In all the steps of the study, the students 
were included, and not the theatric result but the educational process was aimed.  
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1. Introduction 
Although the use of theatre in education dates more back in our country compared many other countries, today, 
unfortunately, something new on the past have not been constructed. Theatre, which is a significant leg in art 
education, have took place in schools as a year-end performance in a didactic way; however, it is not considered 
from the point of view of creativity, aesthetic and learning aspects. Although, in the last ten years, with the change 
in educational program and expansion in the creative drama this concept partially has changed, the theatre schools 
have not been able to attain what they deserved. Despite the fact that we run into many samples of the use of the 
creative drama in education, we rarely see theatric works made for education.  “However, while the theatre teaches 
the attendees to comment with thinking and cooperation, it instills the emotion of responsibility which is a must for 
the society life span.  And additionally, it provides the kid some talents for his/ her future.  Besides, it gives the 
standard of moving comfortably in society.  Its talent of aesthetic awareness is wide” (Nutku, 1998) For the theater 
to implement all of those, it should be included in the education programs in a certain and effective way such as 
music and art.  With this study, it is aimed that with sharing application samples about the use of theatres in 
education, the place of the theater in education will be questioned.   
1. Application 
 In this study, three different plays were developed and exhibited which are “Cinnamon”, “Theater is a Festival”, 
“My Home Bookshelf”  
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 The play “Cinnamon” ; tells the story of a dog which was thrown out after it was purchased from the pet shop, 
returned back to life in a shelter, owned by a boy but encountered some unfortunate events because of the fact that 
the boy was irresponsible against the dog.  
In the play “My House is Bookshelf” the responsibilities in a library are handled. The tale and the story heroes 
were too upset in the books in the library because the kids were treating them irresponsibly and they did meet their 
responsibilities. After this problem, they start to act with the nick name of book friends, and they make a plan.  
 In the play, “Theater is aFestival”, a short glimpse on the theater history is provided, and the development of the 
theater from the first ages until today is told. 
2.1. Purpose  
General purposes of the study is to enable to students to express themselves better, to communicate, to 
cooperate, to share, to take responsibility and to earn working ability with the group by develop empathy, to look at 
cases and cases with a critical point of view, to develop their creativeness and spontaneous, to thing freely, to make 
their personal choices,  to provide them not to accept what is given to them as it is, to make investigation, to observe 
and make their own original products, to make other persons also become aware of the things, to increase social 
sensitivity, to enable them meet with a art form  (ÇÕnar, 2002) 
And special purposes of the stduy are;  
x To instill students animal love with the play called “Cinnamon”, to protect the animals and enable 
awareness about animal rights 
x To increase sensitivity of students to art with the play called “Theater is a Festival” , to create awareness 
with cases, events and special days and to develop positive behavior for the theatre, 
x To create awareness for the students with the play called “My House is Bookshelf” and provide students 
library culture  
 
2.1.1. Target Group 
 Study was made with (07-11 age) students in first stage in elementary school in a private school in Istanbul. The 
numbers of boy and girl students  are approximately equal in the study; and 24 third class students performed in the 
play called “Cinnamon”  and 48 first, second, third and fifth class students performed in the play called “Theatre is 
aFestival” and 48 third class students performed in the play called “My house is Bookshelf” play. 192 first class 
students watched the play called “Cinnamon” and 192 third class students watched the play called “My House is 
Bookshelf” and 960 first, second, third, fourth and fifth class students watched the play called “Theater is a 
Festival”. 
2.1.1.1. Process  
 
Three different plays took place in the study were structured with creative drama method according to related 
ideas of Ismail BaltacÕo÷lu about school theatre. The ideas of BaltacÕo÷lu about school theater can be summarized in 
this way: Lots of students must join school theater, it must not be under monopoly of a few students who are 
selected specially. The duty of school theater must be preparing play to the end of year by working hard every year. 
It should meet with audience and should transform and develop with the audience. All attention must be on 
students in school theaters. Setting, make up and etc elements must be in the second plan in school theatre. School 
theater must not produce displays like professional theaters, must focus on process. Text is in the school plan in 
school theatre. Students must not shape the text. Teacher must be like a guide. They must give tips to them and tend. 
It must depend on extemporization.  
According to BaltacÕo÷lu, School Theater is not purpose, it’s the tool. (ùener, 2000). With another words, the 
theatre perform in school is the means of the education. Personality education is the most important one in this 
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education. Key words are “development”, “creativeness”, “finding yourself”, “personality development”. Drama is 
an efficient way that provides positive contribution in development-evolution process of the personality as a 
education method. The benefits for the participants are the most important thing for the usage of the drama as a play 
preparation method. This theory means that the process is as important as result for preparing a play as drama 
(Aslan, 2002, s.12). The road that must be followed is specified below, in theatre study for the education whatever 
the value to be created or behavior is. Sorting of below elements can change sometimes, but it must not be forgotten 
that students participate completely and emotion, idea and demands of students are taken into attention. 
x Meeting, warm-up and fusion games, 
x Trust and harmony practices 
x Individuality, double and small group extemporization works 
x Big group extemporization about the determined subject (animal love, animal rights, theater history, 
responsibilities in the library and etc) 
x Investigation, tour and observation about the subject 
x Determining framework of plays according to gathered data 
x Extemporization and discussions according to main subject (play framework) 
x Stabilization of improvisations 
x Creation of the text of the play 
x Dramaturgy works 
x General rehearsals in the place of acting 
x Performance 
x Assessment 
As it could be understood from the method of the study, the students were included in all of the processes. 
It is provided that the students think, search, discuss, and animate the subject of the play and so that critical thinking 
and awareness about the subject is aimed. In critical thinking, the students think independently about observations 
and information, and besides reaching conclusions, with creative thinking they make assessments about the factors 
which affect the conclusion. If it is necessary to give examples for the study;  
In the play “Cinnamon” the students considered the fact of the street animals from different angles with the 
technique of process drama.  They sometimes became the object of the question, sometimes the expert of the subject 
and sometimes the ones affected by the problem; they approached to their researches through animations and they 
approached to the subject from different angles with the use of their observations. So that, they formed the 
composition of the play.   In the play “Cinnamon”; the story of a dog which was thrown out after it was purchased 
from pet shop, returned back to life in shelter, owned by a boy but encountered unfortunate events because of the 
fact that the boy was irresponsible against the dog, is told. The subjects of animal rights, animal trade, street 
animals, shelters, giving animals as a gift in birthdays, usage of animals as objects were mentioned.   
In the play “My Home Bookshelf” the responsibilities in a library is determined with students. 
x I am always quiet at a library.  
x I always walk in the library. 
x I always give the books I took from the library before the due time . 
x I don’t damage the books I took from the library.  
x I use the shelves carefully while selecting the books.  
x I don’t take beverage and food into the library.  
x I only use the computers in the library for searching.  
After determining those responsibility areas, each student will select a story or a tale hero, and will read the 
heroes ‘writings. Later on improvising on the responsibility areas will be made all the materials from the books that 
are borrowed but not returned to the posters which are in the game play and costumes in the play were prepared by 
the students.  
In the “Theater is a Festival” play, the question of how was theater born was asked to the students and 
brainstorming was made.  Important theatric eras from the cave age until today, theatre scripts, and authors were 
analyzed. As the subject is abstract for the age of the students, widely- known and relative samples to the students 
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were studied. In the play there are a lot of tirade such as; Aristophanes’ “Wasps (Judges)”, Shakespeare’s “Hamlet” 
and “Romeo” and “Juliet”, Moliere’s “Miser”, Haldun Taner’s “Fool Man’s Cunning Wife”.  . Besides, “Border 
Stone” named Village Short Play, Karagöz and Hacivat, and Luxurious Life Musical have also been included in the 
play. The music in the play was played by the chosen students for the music band and the music was made with 
various rhythm tools. All the enactments and scenes in the play were created by the students.  
2.1.1.1.1 Assessment 
 
In the play “Cinnamon” which is included in the study, cooperation with Yedikule Animal Shelter was 
made. For the favor of the shelter dog food campaign was arranged with the selling of products with dozens of 
package of dog food and 6000 Turkish Liras were donated.  It has been provided that the text of the play has been 
performed for the favor of the shelters. 
In the play “My Home Bookshelf”, cooperation was made with the librarians of the school. For the books 
which were borrowed and not returned, posters which are in the play script were prepared. One of the writings in the 
poster is written below; posters were hung in different places of the school. The same posters were also used in the 
play. After the play, all the unreturned books were returned, in the use of library and obeying the rules of library, 
positive changes were observed by the librarians.  
 
“We have not been able to hear anything from Clam Worm for eight days. The kid who took him might 
have loved him and wanted to read him again and again but we are worried about him a lot. We want him to return 
to his home as soon as possible. 
Signature: Book Friends” 
 
The groups who played were asked which subjects they would like to work in the next theater work and 
were asked to forward them in three items. The group worked in “Cinnamon” chose circus animals, acting in a play 
against dolphin parks and environmental subjects. Their searches and observations in the trip pushed them into 
working in animal rights and they founded a group “Street Cats”, collected newspapers and expired medicine for the 
Environment and Street Animals Association of Besiktas Municipality.  The group worked in “ My Home  
Bookshelf” prepared another theater play called “Furniture Talking” and presented in the corridor and stressed their 
responsibilities for the property in the school which are used by all the students. And the group working in the play 
“Theater is a Festival” went towards reading theater play scripts and tried to prepare a play in which only 
Shakespeare is told but unfortunately they failed to accomplish the work. The attitude of the students against trying 
is a sign of success in the aim 
In the end of the study, the students in the audience were asked to make a picture of the plays they watched. 
When analyzed it was seen that the educational messages in the plays were encoded by the students 
This study could be expanded in foundations which have different circumstances and it should be.  The first 
reason of this is the importance of the application in education . A theater activity for education which is presented 
by the students no matter in a unit, or specific day or week or relation management, in a lesson or out of a lesson, 
gives students freedom to show their natural born creativity and spontaneousness  and gives them a chance to think, 
discuss, search, observe and produce.  As specified in the method part, Ismail HakkÕ BaltacÕoglu’s school theater 
concept and “Authentic Theatre” thesis was accepted. According to the thesis, the main element is the actor/ actress. 
All of the other elements; scene, curtain, setting, make-up, costume, author, prompter, director, light and music are 
side- elements. In the BaltacÕoglu’s authentic theater concept, there is disobedience to the persons who think theater 
as an art of scene and setting.  There could be a theater without side- elements like scene, curtain, setting; but there 
cannot be a theater without an actor/ actress (BaltacÕo÷lu, 2006) Considering this thesis, when we look at 
BaltacÕoglu’s concept of theater we see that all the attention should be on students. In a school theater, setting, 
make-up and etc. element should not be considered in the first plan. The school theatre should not produce shows 
like professional theatres, it should be process- focused.  The script is in the second plan in School Theater. The 
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students should shape the script. The teacher should be a guide. The teacher should give the students some clues and 
guide them. It should be based on improvising. The school theatre should be liberal (Akt: Alpöge, 2006). 
The second reason is that as the main element in the study is the student, special materials and a special 
place is not needed. According to the point of view of BaltacÕoglu, places should be constituted for the theatre 
everywhere, and an Italian (frame) scene should not be set up for the place of this play. In the plays performed 
everywhere in a school, shows should be made without preparation and without costumes, setting and make- up. 
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